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'Phis report summarizes the ^^^ork pErformrd undEr l',mtract ^iA^^-"^^1''^;.
ThE objECtive of this '., • ork is to gcnEratE optinnuu solar-Electric trajECtur^ :,n,l I,c'r-
furmanec data required in the definition of solar-electric missic„^ ;ihplic:,ti^m^ f^^r the
unmanned exploration of the solar system, The data generation ^'tf,^rt ^^as dirc^c^t^'d
toy+ard the investigation of high-energy miss^;.ns, including solar prohes, Extra-
c^cliptic probes, and rendezvous missions to the asteroid Ceres and tc^ the• e^,nlc'ts
D'ArrESt and Encke. IV1c:rcur y orbiter and Pluto flvb^• missions ^^ere also in^^ESti-
gated. Concurrent computer program improvements ^^ere implemented, ^^^hich
enhanced data generation efficiency. 	 ,
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1. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
A significant portion of the effort invoived in the current "tudy con~i sl.cd uf 
t:ompute r program mod ification and improvement. Toe modifi cations and imprO\~­
ments fall into two gener a l categories: 
(1) Changes which enhance the efficienc} in generating 
numerical results ; 
(2) Changes which expand th~ '::it j-Jability in " imulating 
various types of missions. 
The first category includes the p!'0gram-logic clean-up modifications required to 
produce a presentable . export-version of the trajectory computer program from the 
workhorse-version used dal.ly by the authors. 
; 
The trajectory ~o~nputer program is called HILTOP, an acronym for Heliocentric 
Interplanetary Low-Th~'Ust Trajectory Optimization Program. The program is documented 
(Reference 1 ) and i:; available from NASA upon request. HIL TOP is referred t.o as • 
TOPCAT in RefGrences 2 and 3 ; however , its name has been officially changed from 
'rOPCA T to HIL'rOP so that it may be distinguished from the original .~omputer program 
developed by Princeton University, which is called TOPCAT and is described in Refer-
ence 4. HILTOP, which is felt to be a significantly improved version of the original 
Princeton-developed TOPCAT, has generated the solar-e1c\!tric trajectory and per-
formance data in the above-cited References 2 and 3 and also in Reference 5 • . HILTOP 
is a double-precision program written in FORTRA~ IV and designed for the IBM 360 
computer. 
The first category of cha.nges mentioned above also includes the modifications to 
the single-preciSion, FORTRAN IV, IBM 360 computer program ADMAP, an acronym 
for Automatic Data Manipulation Program. This program, which generated the graphical 
format of References 2 and 3 , required modifications in order to produce the format 
of Reference 5. ADMAP is described in Reference 6 and is available from the authors 
upon request. 
A discussion concerning the specific modlfications which were made to the tra-
jectory program HILTOP is given in the following paragraphs. 
HILTOP was modified to permit the option of using secant (flnite-dlfference) 
partial derivatives, as opposed to analytical derIvatives, of the hunting procedure 
dependent variables witb respect to the independent variables. This permits the veri-
fication of the validity of the analytic partials, and also permits alteration of the mathe-
2 
imatic • al model without ha^• ing to also derive the correspondint; analytic partials. '
'Phis m^xiification ^^as crucial in allrn^ing com^erl;c^cl optimal solutions to be obtained
for many highly-sensitive solar-electric propulsion missi^ms, such as solar proles
and rendezvous missions to the asteroid C'eres and the comet 1 •:nche. •I'hc ;u^al^ t is
partial derivatives were found to be of insufficient accuracy for these missions,
Although HILTOI' contains analytic ephemerides for the major planets• it,
originally had no capability for specifying the ephemeris of any other astronomical
body. In order to simulate missions to asteroids and comets, the capahilit^ ^^f spc • cif} •
-ing tl^e ephemeris of an arbitrary body was added to the program. The arbitrary h^xly
is assumed to move in a stationary elliptical orbit which is specified by inputing the
standard conic elements a, e, i, Sli, w, and t to the prugram.	 •
P
In order to investigate optimum extra-ecliptic • missions using lo^^^-thrust pro-
pulsion, it was necessary to incorporate new trajectory end-conditions into HILTOI'.
Since some difficulty was encountered while undertaking this task, it is vorthv^hilc • to •
summarize the levrlopment of the extra-ecliptic boundary conditions. In the discussion
which follows, a 'r^asic knowledge of optimum space flight theory is ;issumed, The rele-
vant portion of the basic transversality equation (evaluated at . the final time) for the • ,
problem at hand is
A•dR-A•dR=O
where R is the spacecraft's heliocentric position vector and A is the primer vector,
along which the thrust vector is optimally directed. At the final time, the spacecraft
has a heliocentric radius r, speed v, and 1 •light path angle y, and osculating or-
bital elements consisting of inclination i, ascending node angle SZ, and argument of
position w, which is the angle from the line of nodes to the spacecraft. The variations
of the final spacecraft state dR and dR mad be e^.-pressed as
dR = (R/r)dr + (hxR) dw + (kxR) did+ (•CxR)di
dl^ _ (R/v)dv + (hxR)dw + (kxR)d^ + (•CxR)di + (-hxR)dy
where h, k, and ^C are unit vectors being parallel to, respectively, the spacecraft's
final angular momentum, the z-axis, a*^d the line of nodes of the final extra-ecliptic
orbit and the ecliptic. The ecliptic is taken to coincide with the x-,y plane.
The problem of interest assumes that the following four state end-conditions
are specified as follows:
3
1
,- r
r=1
v=1
y= 0
i = specified value of extraecltptic inclination
This implies that two traneveraallty conditions are xequired to ordor to make up the
complete set of six required end conditions defining the final state ^ the spacecraft.
The final spacecraft state therefore corresponds to extraecliptic ballist±c flight In the
unit sphere about the sun (implying a periodic Earth-communications-vector). The
above four state end-conditions Imply that dr, dv, dy, and di vanish, eo that the
variations become
dR = (h x R) dw+ (k x R) dQ
d8 = (h x R) d .^+ (k x 8) dA
S^ibstituting these relations into the basic transversality equation yields
A •
 ((hxB^w+ (kx^t)dA)- A • ((hxR^w+ (kxR) dA) = 0
Since d w and d Q are independent variations, their coefficients In the above relation
are required to vanish:
Using a handbook vector formula allows these transversality conditions to be expressed
^ follows
k ' (^Rs^ - (A a
Recognizing (RxA) - (Yix ^) 	 as the ►^ell-knot^►n vsatoz 000stant-of-tbe-motion
allows the two eatraecllptic to rorsality conditions to be expressed pimply as
•thc^ latter of which is recognized as the transversality concliti^m ^^hich arises in t^^^o•-
dimensional prohlcros when the travel-angle is optimized. 'These h^o ccnuiitic^u^ te.ken
together simply say that, for optimum flight, the constant ^ • c^ctor (' should hc^ i^.ic allc^l
to the line of intersection of the initial and final orbit planes, the initial orbit plane
being the ecliptic.
In practice, it was discovered that these ample dot-prcx?ucts h• C and k• C
strongly resist vanishing on the computer, and therefore a shuiy was undertaker. to
find an equivalent pair of transversality conditions which possess favorable convergence
properties on the computer. After several unsuccessful attempts, the search for such
a pair of transversality conditions was abandoned, and instead resort was made to a
particular problem formulation in which all six of the end conditions, including thc^
four conditions involving the final spacecraft state, are replaced by an equivalent set of
six encl conditions in such a manner that the two transversality conditions becc>mc^
absorbed in all six of the new end conditions.
The six new end conditions consist of the position and velocity differences
between the actual final spacecraft state (on a guessed trajectorv) and the desired 	 '
final spacecraft state, where the desired final state is not explicitly known but may be
expressed implicitly in terms of the transversality result that the constant vector C
lie in the (final) line of nodes. The actual final spacecraft state R
	
R is known on
any given nonoptimum trajectory, for which the constant vector a	 a C=(C x , Cy , Cz)
points in some arbitrary direction. The desired final spacecraft state is
then constructed by considering a fictitious spacecraft which is travelling in a final 	 _
• -
	
circular orbit having unit radius ;:. ►d inclined the desired amount to the ecliptic. The
ascending node angle SZ of this circular orbit is computed as
- =- ￿ A = tan-1 (C /C) ^--= _=_	 - - - - - -
-- _ 	 = y - x	 -	 --	 _	 -_
since this is the desired transversality result as C vanishes. The fictitious space_= =-
craft's unit circular orbit may thus be pictured as being anchored such that its line =_
of nodes with respect to the ecliptic coincides with the projection of C into the ecliptic.
It remains to express the fictitious spacecraft's argument of position (^ in __
terrae of the desired transversality result thaE- C lie parallel to the line of nodes of
the final orbit. Let the fictitious spacecraft's final state be expressed as R f and cif,
where these vectors are orthogonal and have un[t magnitudes For the desired
result that C lie along the line of nodes, the angle between _^ and R f should be ^_
w, which impl[ee the angle between C and R -. would be w+ A /2.	 Then C -_
^C ^ cos w and C • Rf = - ^C ^ sin w. ----	 Subst[tuting the expresa [on fob_
iato these^ot-product y[elds _=_	 -￿_ - — --- -	 -_ - - _=__ ___--_ ____
where ttvo terms have vanished due to self-cross-product8. The primer A and its
derivative Aare evaluated at the actual trajectory endpoint, since they are associated
H• ith L which corresponds to the actual trajectory. Applying a handbook vector
formula to the right-hand ^icJe of the above two equations yields
C ' R f = (Rf x Rf) A = ^C ^ cos w
(' • Rf = (Rf x R f) • A = - ^ C ^ s in w
_	 The quantity immed .iatcly to be solved-for is w, and the vectors R and R f are
ultimately sought. T^^ solve for w, the fictitious spacecraft's angu>far momentum
(at the fin;{1 time) Rf ^ 13f may lie replaced by any vector h f normal to the fictitiousspacecraft's orbital plane ►n the direction of R f x Rf. Such a vector is
hf imxsin i , m` sin i, cis i ►
 where
m = (m m m )-kxC/^kxC^.
x	 •y
Then
w= tan -1 (-hf • A ,'hf • A )
and finally the fictitious spacecraft's state, oar rjesired state, is obtained from
^ cos wcos r7 -sin wain tZ cos i ^	
—	
=_	 _
-_ Rf = cos wain tl + sin wcos (^ cos i	 _	 _	 —_
L	 sin w sin i	 ^
and R = dR /dw since w -^ ? . The six extra-ecliptic endcondit[ons for optimum :-__
flight which are coded into HILTOP are then R -R and R - R , which turn out to
have verb favc,rable convergence properties. a f 	 a	 f
__ =	 Am^ther significant modification ^^•hich was made to HILTOP consisted of incur
p^^ratink into the program the necessary logic for simulating optimum missions fns-
^^• hich the total accrued thrusting time of the low thrust propuls[c,n system is constra[ned
to hc^less than or equal to a specified:valueE The analytical theory was implemented by
decl:►ring the accrued propulsion time T as a new state variable having the differential
equatirn^ ^_- h ,_ w_h
_ere h ^ 1 during thrusting and 0 during coasting. The adjoint
c:^rial,le to r Qs ^ ,= having the differential equation ^ = 0. _Application of -=-=
Pontryagin ' s liaximun >^  1^Inciwle leads to the result that a ^erm V ^ ^a Y should b^===
added tell old i^lrest aching fu^ctio^^_ old) _ - v71 Ito produc°e ^ more
general ^w^itr_hing functi - - — _ -- 	 ￿^` — - --
Q ^-V^ ^c• +V^ !a y
V	 T r,
^^hc • rc • the ,iu:u;titic • ^ arr• ricfined in Reference _'.	 %^ T is :^ r ^mstant .^hic • h ^ ^^•t	 •
9.er • r, ^^hc • n th.• Ihr •ustin}; time • is unc • nnstrained ;tn,i ^^hieh is rhr,sc, ► in it^^rat:rm t^^ h:,^^r
a ^^; ► luc • such that the si,c • c • ific •d nrtxin ► um thrusting; time i^ satistir•,I ^^hene^ • er • the
unr • unstrainod ui,timum thrusting lime • c • xc • eecls the • spcc• ific^rl m: ► ^imum thru s ting; time.
Uue !r, :rn ahunrlanc•r of higher priot • it^ • ^^ork, this !asl: .,^a^ h:,lteci ^^hilc • still ,n the
5oft^^arc•-checkout stage • . A fc^^ attempts to obtain :u; ui,tiniunt c • nnst ►ainr •cl-thru^tin^-
time solar electric • i,r,^pulsion trajrc • tor • ^^ ^^^ere un^uc• ce^sful, ;utri it i>^ nut hnot^n ::t
this time if this failure is attributable to lau g h • program l,^gic • •r to sr,mr ri^ffirult^
inherent in the problem,
tome minor HILT(^P mrxlificatrons ^^crc • nec • c• ssart • in ureter to satist^ thr• data
gcner;rtinn requiren;cnts cliseussed in Section III. '1'hc • rii ► tirrn5 r)f inin ► tin}; l:,unch	 '
vehicle coefficients and engine efficicnrc coeffic • icnts ^^ere acldecl to the • i,rogram, as
N^as the option of simulating tilted solar • arra^• s to tnaintain maxinn,nt po^^ •er near the
sun, The optic,n of suppressing the prcdic• tc>r-corrector (l;^Cl numerir:rl intcgruti^m iii
favor of Runge• -Kutta (Rti) numerical integration proved to hr vcr^ helpful in „i^tnining
solar probes. (W'hen the• l'C integration is used for highlt^-scnsiti^ • c missions, its
RK starter introduces a slight numerir^al inc • rn;sistenct • ^^ ith respect to the 1'(' form^-
lation, making the itcrator's partial derivative matrix inaccurate,) NI1.'f^ ► 1' wars also
mcxlifiecl to allow the generation of magnetic tapes containing trajcctor^ informati • n
con ► patihle far input to the AS'CI•:A program, H^hich is described in Reference i .
A major task conRisted of preparing and documenting an c^port -version oi•
NILTOI ? . ('onsiderable effort waR expended in cleaning-up, simplift^ing, and imi^rnving
the efficiency of the program logic. Sever-rl larg!• subroutines ^^erc • brr^i:rn into ;matter
ones for clarity of operation and to reduce compilation time. The standard print^^ut
format was examined and improved, as were all program diagnostic messages. ^I'hc
program K• as documented in Reference 1. which is being published concurrently v ► ith
this report.
II.	 Dr.TA GENERATION
The solar electric mission an:rl^•sis data generated under Contract \A^5-'?r ► 12G
^^•as devoted mostly to the support of other 1\ASA studies. The inforrnatio;, generated
is displayed graphica^1y in section III of th[s report and in 1~Zeference 5. F.arlt• in the	 -
year (1970), some ^nlar probe mission data generation H • as begun assuming the launch
vehicles ^nvestlgatrd in References 2 and :3, g}ut this data, which is too sparse fur
publication at this time, was shelved as the higher-priurit^• requests discussed in	 - ^
Section 1II wore received. Since the current study of solar-electric mission applications
w(11 continue through the coming yc*ar (19.1. this solar pr.,i^^ study will hopefully be
taken off the shelf and brought to completion.	
_	 _	
— -
a
•
,+
.^
iiefnre the data described in Section Ill c^ iiicl he ^;c • nc•ratc •d, starting s„lutions
had to he ^htained ^^ith the • trajectory computer i^rog;r;u!r, ,11!.•1'O1'. Ati r • xl, ► • r ► , nc• ► • ► I
lo^^^-thrust trajectory analysts are a^^are • , this ! gip ► • ,.f ;rc • ti^ rty is nn tri^ • ial nutter,
especially for difficult or sensitive mIP!^il^,il'•i such a^ those • under ron^ider; ► tion.
Suhst;mtial effort eras devottKl to obtaining; g tartin^; Solutions fur ^^^lar probe trod eat! • :!-
c • cliptic missions, for Mercury orbiter, C'erc •r+ rendezvous, ;inl Pluto flyb} n ► i^^ion^•
and for rendezvous missions to the • comets n',•trrest and I•:nc• ke, JI^ • rcur y nrl,itc•r
missions remain so difficult to generate, :rt thiti time, that only ;^ Ie^► con^•er^ed
optimal solutions have been ol,tained. Scvcr.!1 I,rog;ramn!ing; imprrn • wn^nts, nn•nti^au•ci
in Section I, have allc • viat. •1 5orne of the • difficulty in generating; dat; ► for other• n!is^ions,
and hopefully the t4lcrcur y orbiter ►n!^^ions kill yield to attack in the continuing; cftort.
fhre particular numerical difficulty is extremely troublesome ^^fic • n it ;crises
during; the generation of a given set of data on the• comp^rter, The difficult y ari5c• s ^^-hen
an infinitesimal coast phase appears along; a trajectory, and all sui^sc • yuE • nt trajectories
become lcx;ked onto this _• lass of trajectories having; a ver y small coast phase • , ^^ hich
prevents convergence to the optimal solution. S^^mc • effort has been devoted to solving
this problem, but to no avail. Other lo^^ thrust trajectory ;u^alysts have also experi-
enced this difficulty, using other computer programs. The alleviation of this difficulty
w,^^ld tend to make the generation of optimun, ►^,t4 thrust trajectory da!a ^omc • u• hat of a
straightfor^c;crd matter, once tt;c necesary starting Solutions arc obtained.
III.	 SUPPORT OF U'fHl •:R NASA STUDIES
It has bec;n the policy under the contract NAS5-?01:.'G to cool,erate in the perfor-
mance of other NASA funded studies of p olar electric propG)^ion by prny iding. H • hen-
ever possible, performance data for specified missions. 'Phis policy is felt to be in
keeping H • ith the• prin;ary objective c,f the c• ontrac • ! to define appropriate applications
and requirements of solar electric propulsion. Since it is unrealistic to expect that
sll applications of interest can be Studied in detail in this contract, it is clear that
significant advances in the field of solar electric propulsion mission analysis Hill
best be achieved through a cooperative effort of the m;uiy analysts involved throughout
the country. •['he following paragraphs and figures describe the Huck accomplished
toward this end during the subject contract,
Prior to the publication of Reference 3, ^4r. J. P. iYlrrllin of the Electric
Thruster Systems Office, 1\F SA/DART, rr_•quested information con^^erning the effect
of soh-optimal power on the performance requirements of selected missions to the
outer planets. Specifically, he was interested in y0 cJ day Jupiter, 1800 day Saturn,
and 3600 day UTanUB orbiter missions, In response- to this: request, a set of graphs
was prepared for each of the three missions showing the h .avior of 15 selected
parameters as a function of the reference power level. 'Phis information is reproduced
here in Figures 1 - 9, The definitions of the symbols appearing on tF:e graphs are as
follows:
,_
_^
iM - initial spacecraft mass0
M
ps	
^-- mass of propulsion sstem
M - low thrust propellant
P
M - retro step mass, propellant ami tankage
r
M N - net spacecraft mass
T P - propulsion time
TVLkX - maximum power generated
c - jet exhaust speed
T - thrust generated at 1 AU0
•R	 - maximum distance from sun
max
R	 - minimum distance from sun
min
9 - travel angle
Vwd - departure excess speed
•
ma - 
arrival excess speed
V - retro incremental velocity
r
Additional information that has been requested by Mr. Mullin throughout the
year have included a trajectory profile of a typical fully optimized solar electric
Mercury orbiter mission (Fig. 10), a defi n ition of the minimum flight times to Pluto
for a fixed spacecraft weight and specified launch vehicle in each launch opportunity
that exists in the 1975-1990 time period (Fig. 11), and a performance comparison of
the capabilities of the TAT(3C)/Delta/TE 364 vehicle for Mars and Venus orbiter
missions with and without a solar electric upper stage (Fig. 12).
Mr. A. L. Friedlander of the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Insti-
tute (IITRI) requested solar electric perfoi mance data in support of one of his NASA
contracts. Specifically, he desired fully optimized performance data for a direct
Jupiter orbiter mission and an indirect Neptune orbi..er mission as a function of the
size and shape of the final orbit about the destination planet. The purpose of the data
was to verify analytic scaling equati-ms that had been ae,Jop^d to predict the effect on
performance of the selection of the final orbit characteristics. The requested data are
pr-^sented in Figures 13 and 14, and superimposed over the optimum data are several 	 -
points evaluated with the scaling equations. The accuracy of the scaling equations is	 =	 _=
quite remarkable.
One of the specific tasks of the subject contract was to prepare an input for the
_— 1971 edition of the Estimating Factors Book published by the Battelle Memorial Institute 	 - —
— 
_	
- -- -- =
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•`or r.ASA/OSSA. The data are desired in the form of graphs of net spacecraft mass
as a function of flight time with notations of optimum power requirements for cac•h
missier. investigated. New information provided this year Includes data for solar
probe missions to 0.05 and 0.1 AU: for 4-burn and 5-hurn, 1 At' circular (whit missions
inclined 45 degrees and 60 degrees to the ecliptic: for Ceres rendezvous missions \kith
launches in both easy and difficult opportunities: and for the Vfs2 comet D'Arrest
rendezvous mission with arrival at perihelion and at 50 days prior to perihelion.
Performance data for two individual launch vehicles were presented. The data are
reproduced in Figures 15 - 21.
To ease the trajectory analysis requirements related to a pending NASA contract
studv, Mr. A. C. Mascy of the Mission Analysis Division, NASA/OART, requested
performance and trajectory data for several high energy missions which are important
in the exploration of our solar system. During the course of the contract, Mr. Masey
was provided mission data for solar probe, extra-ecliptic, Ceres rendezvous, comet
D'Arrest rendezvous and comet Encke rendezvous missions. This data were presented
in tabular form as requested. Due to the large quantity of data involved, it will not be
reproduced here, but it is presented in graphical form in a companion company report
(Ref. 5).
Because an electronic plotter is employed in the preparation of virtually all
the graphical data, it was found convenient to prepare a magnetic tape data library.
This tape library is available for distribution upon request. To the present time,
it has been given to Mr. Don Bartz of J PL and to Mr. Mascy. A multipurpose
automatic data manipulation program (ADMAP) has been developed to interrogate this
tape and to perform a variety of functions with the data extracted from the tape.
Two features presently available with this p= r ogram are the preparation of the plot
tapes that are used by the electronic plotter and the preparation of condensed listings of
the optimum trajectory and performance data. This latter feature was employed in
the preparation of the tabular data discussed in the preceding paragraph. In addition,
requests from Mr. Bartz for these listings have been honored A"or the sub-optimal power
data that has been published in graphical form in Reference 3. T; • ^ data manipulation
program itself has been given to Mr. Masey for the purpose of interrogating the data
tape library on their own computer.
IV. NEW TECHNOLOGY
Reviews of the work carried out under Contract NAS5-20126 were conducted
periodically during the course of the contract by the Principal Investigator with par-
ticular attention being given to possible contributions to New Technology. A survey of
these reviews indicated there is little possibility that applications of the techniques
or results exist outside the field of low thrust performance and trajectory analysis.
Consequently, it is concluded that no patentable inventions or other contributions to
New Technology have been generated under this contract.
- — 
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